In this paper, we study automatic question generation, the task of creating questions from corresponding text passages where some certain spans of the text can serve as the answers. We propose an Extended Answer-aware Network (EAN) which is trained with Word-based Coverage Mechanism (WCM) and decodes with Uncertainty-aware Beam Search (UBS). The EAN represents the target answer by its surrounding sentence with an encoder, and incorporates the information of the extended answer into paragraph representation with gated paragraph-to-answer attention to tackle the problem of the inadequate representation of the target answer. To reduce undesirable repetition, the WCM penalizes repeatedly attending to the same words at different time-steps in the training stage. The UBS aims to seek a better balance between the model confidence in copying words from an input text paragraph and the confidence in generating words from a vocabulary. We conduct experiments on the SQuAD dataset, and the results show our approach achieves significantly performance improvement.
Introduction
Question generation (QG) aims to automatically generate questions from corresponding natural language text passages. As a challenging and complementary task to question answering (QA), QG has received increasing attention in various kind of applications in recent years. In the field of education, QG can help with reading practice and assessment since generating question manually is time-consuming (Heilman and Smith 2010) . In conversational systems and chatbots, such as Siri, Cortana, and Google Assistant, QG can serve as an important component to start a conversation or request feedback (Mostafazadeh et al. 2016) . QG can also be utilized to generate large-scale question-answer corpus to augment training data for other tasks, such as machine reading comprehension and QA, and to assist in improving the performance of their models (Du, Shao, and Cardie 2017) .
Compared with previous works for QG which utilized heuristic rules to transform the declarative sentences into interrogative questions (Chali and Hasan 2015 ; Heilman * These two authors contributed equally. 2011), recent neural network-based models are fully datadriven and do not rely on manually designed rules. The neural network-based models utilize a sequence to sequence (seq2seq) model with attention mechanism to deal with the question generation problem in an end-to-end fashion.
However, existing neural question generation models still suffer two issues. One is that the models have insufficient learning of the representation of the target answer. (Zhou et al. 2018; Zhao et al. 2018) only utilize the answer positions for sentence or paragraph encoding, which cannot learn an independent and explicit representation for the target answer. (Song, Wang, and Hamza 2017; Kim et al. 2019) introduced another answer encoder separately for answer encoding, which will bring the increment of model parameters and training difficulty. Furthermore, the average number of the target answer words is only 3.4 on the SQuAD dataset, and the answer words belonging to the type of Numeric or Person (Rajpurkar et al. 2016 ) are likely to be replaced by a generic <UNK> token. The lack of context will result in incomplete and inaccurate representation. The other one is the repetition problem. (Tu et al. 2016; See, Liu, and Manning 2017) utilize the coverage mechanism to penalize repeatedly attending to the same locations. However, if a word appears multiple times in different locations, it is still likely to be copied multiple times with little penalization. (Zhao et al. 2018 ) proposed a maxout pointer to limit the copy scores of repeated words to their maximum value at each time-step. However, this method completely ignores the fact that the words repeatedly appearing in the input passage may suggest its higher importance and even necessary repetition in the generated question.
Besides, we have observed the inconsistent phenomenon between the copy probability and the corresponding copy distribution in the copy mechanism. More specifically, there are many words copied from the paragraph with high copy probability but very flat copy distribution. The flat distribution refers to high uncertainty according to the definition of the information entropy. That is to say, the model will tend to copy a word from the input paragraph with high copy probability, despite the model has low confidence of which word to copy.
In this paper, we propose an Extended Answer-aware Network (EAN) which is trained with Word-based Coverage Mechanism (WCM) and decodes with Uncertaintyaware Beam Search (UBS). The EAN contains an extended answer-aware encoder and a decoder with attention, copy and coverage mechanism. Our encoder treats the paragraph and the extended answer separately to better utilize the information from both sides. Instead of utilizing the existing answer which contains average only 3.4 words, we extend the answer representation by its surrounding sentence (much shorter than the paragraph) and learn a more comprehensive representation of the target answer together with its context. Besides, paragraph encoder and answer encoder share the same parameters. Then, the gated paragraph-to-answer attention is designed to incorporate the extended answer information into paragraph representation. The attention-based decoder with copy mechanism is finally utilized to generate the target question. In the training stage, we design a wordbased coverage mechanism to penalize repeatedly attending to the same words, which will reduce repetition caused by repeatedly attending to the same words at different timesteps. In the decoding stage, we incorporate a well-designed uncertainty score into beam search via linear combination, which seek a better balance between the confidence of the model to copy words from the input paragraph or to generate words from the vocabulary. We conduct extensive experiments on SQuAD, and the experiment results show that our approach achieves significant improvement over other baselines.
Related Work
Question Generation Existing QG approaches can be mainly classified into two categories: rule-based approaches and neural network-based approaches. The traditional rulebased QG approaches utilized well-designed rules and templates to transform the declarative sentences into interrogative questions (Chali and Hasan 2015; Heilman 2011) . However, these approaches heavily rely on hand-crafted rules and templates designed by linguistic experts which is extremely expensive. Recently, the neural network-based approaches train endto-end neural networks from scratch. (Du, Shao, and Cardie 2017) first tackle the QG using the attention-based encoderdecoder framework in an end-to-end fashion. However, their model does not consider the target answer, resulting in randomly generated questions. There are mainly two ways to incorporate the target answer information. One is to encode the answer word location using an annotation vector as additional word features. (Zhou et al. 2018 ) took rich features including the answer positions as the input at the sentence level. (Zhao et al. 2018 ) proposed a gated selfattention encoder to effectively utilize relevant information with answer tagging at the paragraph level. The other one is to employ another answer encoder for the target answer encoding. (Song, Wang, and Hamza 2017) utilized the multiperspective matching encoder to perform comprehensive understanding between the target answer and the passage. (Kim et al. 2019) proposed an answer-separated seq2seq model which treats the target answer and the passage separately to better utilize the information from both sides.
Additionally, copy mechanism (Gulcehre et al. 2016) or pointer network (See, Liu, and Manning 2017) was introduced to allow copying words from input paragraph via pointing. (Zhao et al. 2018 ) designed a maxout pointer mechanism to limits the magnitude of copy scores of repeated words to their maximum value, which reduces the repetition issue brought by the basic copy mechanism. (Liu et al. 2019 ) trained a clue word predictor to identify whether each word in the input paragraph is a clue word that may be copied into the target question and guide the model to learn accurate boundaries between copying words and generating words from the decoder vocabulary. Beam Search Beam search is a heuristic search algorithm that explores a graph by expanding B most promising nodes at each time-step, where B is called the beam-width. The successful utilization of beam search has led to significant improvements for many language generation tasks such as Neural Machine Translation (NMT) and image captioning. (Li and Jurafsky 2016) proposed a diversification heuristic for beam search to discourages sequences from sharing common roots, implicitly resulting in diverse lists. ) incorporates a coverage metric into beam search to address the problem of over-translation and under-translation in NMT. (Vijayakumar et al. 2018 ) incorporates diverse constraints into beam search which results in improvements on both oracle task-specific and diversity-related metrics for image captioning.
Problem Statement
In this section, we define the problem of question generation. Given a paragraph sequence
, and a sentence sequence X s = (x s 1 , . . . , x s ns ) which is a sub span of X p and contains X a . We term the sentence X s as the extended answer of X a . Our goal is to generate the question sequence Y = (y 1 , . . . , y T ) based on the information of X p , X s , X a . That is, the task is to generateŶ such that:
where
is abbreviated as P θ (y t |y <t ) later for simplicity. The parameter θ is optimized by maximum likelihood estimation.
Model
In this section, we introduce our proposed model in detail. The novel components of our model mainly consist of an extended answer-aware encoder (EAN) taking as input the whole paragraph and its related features while attending the extended answer, and a word-based coverage mechanism (WCM) penalizing repeatedly attending to the same words at different time-steps. During decoding, our model decodes with uncertainty-aware beam search (UBS), which incorporates a well-designed uncertainty score into beam search to seek higher quality questions. Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of our proposed model. , where n p is the length of the paragraph X p , w p i ∈ R dw+da+dn+dp , and d w , d a , d n , d p is the dimensionality of word embedding, answer position embedding, NER embedding and POS embedding respectively. To capture more context information, we utilize a bi-directional GRU (BiGRU) to encode the paragraph which takes W p as input and produces the forward and backward hidden states
Then they are concatenated to form the paragraph representation P = (p 1 , . . . , p np ). This featurerich encoding process for time-step i of the paragraph is calculated as follows:
Extended Answer Encoder Rather than feeding the answer encoder with the short answer span X a , we use the sentence X s in which the answer is located to replace the original short answer span to provide more informative answer information. Likewise, we represent the sentence surrounding the target answer X s as W s = (w s 1 , . . . , w s ns ) using the sentence-level joint embeddings, where n s is the length of the sentence X s . Then we use the same BiGRU to encode the sentence to get S = (s 1 , . . . , s ns ). Such operation helps the model capture more context-aware answer information without increasing the number of parameters. The i timestep of the extended answer representation is calculated as follows:
Gated Paragraph-to-answer Attention We propose a gated paragraph-to-answer attention to incorporate the extended answer information into paragraph representation and to determine the importance of the information regarding the extended answer in the paragraph. We first calculate the attention-pooling vector of the whole extended answer S for p j as follows:
where α e j ∈ R ns is the attention distribution, and W s is trainable parameters to be learned. Then we combine the original paragraph representation p j with the attended answer representations j to produce the fused representation f j . An additional gate is utilized to select the information between p j and f j .
where g j is a learnable gate vector and • is a element-wise multiplication operator. The gate effectively models the phenomenon that only parts of the paragraph are relevant for the target question.
Attention-based Decoder with Copy Mechanism
We employ another GRU as the decoder to generate question words sequentially conditioned on the encoded input information and the previously decoded words. The hidden state of the decoder is initialized as follow:
where ← − p 1 is the last backward paragraph encoder hidden state.
At each decoding step t, the GRU decoder takes as input the previous word embedding w y t−1 , and context vectorp t−1 to compute the new hidden state h t .
The context vectorp t for current time-step t is computed through the concatenate attention mechanism (Luong, Pham, and Manning 2015) as follow:
where e t,i is the importance score matching the current decoder state h t with each encoded paragraph representation p i , and α d t,i is the normalized attention weight on the encoded paragraph representationp i at current time-step t.
Utilizing the previous word embedding w y t−1 , the current context vectorp t , and the current decoder state h t we compute the readout state r t which is then passed through a maxout hidden layer (Goodfellow et al. 2013 ) to obtain the probability distribution of the next word over the decoder vocabulary with a softmax layer.
P vocab (y t |y <t ) = sof tmax(W m m t ) (20) Copy Mechanism Different from the copy mechanism in (Zhou et al. 2018 ), we label a target question word as a word copied from the paragraph input as long as it appears in both the paragraph input and the target question. This helps us deal with not only the rare and unknown words problem, but also reproduce factual details more accurately. The copy mechanism takes as input the current decoder state h t and the context vectorp t to produce the probability P c of copying a word from the paragraph:
where σ is the sigmoid function. We construct another vocabulary X for all the unique words in paragraph X p . Then the copy probability over the words of paragraph can be calculated as follow:
Therefore, the probability distribution of the next word y t in Eq. (20) can be replaced with: P (y t |y <t ) = (1 − P c )P vocab (y t |y <t ) + P c P copy (y t |y <t )
Training with Word-based Coverage Mechanism
It is observed that the repetition issue becomes more severe when the encoder takes paragraph as input (Zhao et al. 2018 ). To alleviate this problem, we maintain a coverage vector c t to record the degree of coverage that each word has received from the attention mechanism thus far.
where c t is simply the sum of attention distributions over all previous decoder time-steps, and c 0 is initialized as a zero vector. c t is then used to inform the attention mechanism by replacing Eq. (15) with:
Instead of using the attention weights and the coverage scores over the positions of paragraph, we introduce a modified coverage loss to penalize repeatedly attending to the same words:
wherec t (k) are the sum of c t,i on the positions where the encoder GRU takes the word k as input. The coverage loss and the primary loss are combined to form the final loss function:
where λ is the hyperparameter to reweight the coverage loss.
Decoding with Uncertainty-aware Beam Search
According to the observation, there is inconsistency between the copy probability P c deciding whether to copy or not and the copy distribution P copy deciding which word to be copied in the copy mechanism. Theoretically, the higher the copy probability P c is, the more likely the model will be to copy a word from the paragraph. Besides, the more flat the copy distribution P copy is, the higher the uncertainty of knowing which word to be copied will be. However, these two are not guaranteed to show a consistent tendency. For example, there are repetitions of words, "communist", "forces" and "collapsed", which have been generated twice all with high copy probabilities (as depicted in Figure 2 ). These three words are copied with flat distribution at the first time, which means that the model is uncertain about which word to copy. This may result in a copy of the undesired word. The inconsistent phenomenon between the probability of generating words from vocabulary 1 − P c and the vocabulary distribution P vocab also exists. Uncertainty Score To address the problem discussed above, we introduce an uncertainty score u t which takes a comprehensive consideration of the copy probability and the information entropy of the vocabulary distribution and the copy distribution at time-step t:
] is the information entropy of the distribution P (X). The information entropy can refer to the measurement of uncertainty, and |V|, |X | are the size of the vocabulary and the number of the unique words in the paragraph respectively. Thus, at decoding time-step t, the score u t reveals the uncertainty of the model to generate the next word y t from both the decoder vocabulary V and the copy vocabulary X . The larger u t is, the higher uncertainty of the model to generate the word y t will be.
We then incorporate the uncertainty score u t into beam search via linear combination with the conditional loglikelihood of the model as follow:
logP (y t |y <t )+β log( 1
where y 1:T is the partially generated question, β is the hyperparameter for linear interpolation, and s(y 1:T ) is the scoring function which are employed for the ranking of candidate questions in beam search.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed model in comparison with several baselines in the QG dataset. The experimental results indicate that our method can effectively capture more relevant contextual information, and reduce undesired repetition, and improve the performance of the existing beam search.
Dataset
We conduct experiments on the SQuAD 1.1 (Rajpurkar et al. 2016 ) dataset which is a reading comprehension dataset consisting of questions posed by crowd-workers on a set of Wikipedia articles covering a wide range of topics. The original SQuAD dataset contains 23,215 paragraphs from 536 articles with over 100,000+ question-answer pairs where the answer to each question is a span of tokens in the corresponding reading passage. Since the test set is not publicly available, we follow the data split proposed by (Zhou et al. 2018) where the original dev set is randomly split into dev and test sets with ratio 50%-50%. We extract paragraphsentence-answer-question quadruplets to build the training, development and test sets. The Standford CoreNLP toolkit ) is used to annotate POS and NER tags in the dataset.
Metrics
We evaluate the performance of our model with the following evaluation metrics: BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) , ROUGE-L (Lin 2004) and METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie 2014) , which were computed using the package released by (Sharma et al. 2017 ).
Implementation Details
We implemented our model in PyTorch 0.4.1 (Paszke et al. 2017 ) and train the model with a single Titan V. The parameters setting and training techniques are described as follows.
We use the most frequent 20,000 words in training data to build the vocabulary for both the encoder and the decoder. The rest of the words are replaced as a generic <UNK> token. We set the word embedding size to 300, and initialize it by the pre-trained GloVe word vectors with 300 dimensions (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014). The word embedding of words which are not included in Glove were initialized randomly. The NER, POS and answer position features are embedded to 16-dimensional vectors. The GRU hidden state sizes of both the encoder and the decoder are set to 512. We adopt dropout (Srivastava et al. 2014 ) with probability p = 0.5.
During training, We initialize model parameters randomly using a Gaussian distribution with Xavier scheme (Glorot and Bengio 2010). The coverage mechanism with coverage loss weighted to λ = 0.1 (as described in 28) is added. The sum of the cross-entropy loss and the coverage loss is optimized with the gradient descent algorithm by Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) optimizer. We set the initial learning rate α = 0.001, two momentum parameters β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999 respectively, and = 10 −8 . The learning rate starts to be reduced by half after training for 3500 steps. Gradient The baseline marked with "*" is conducted using released source code. The unreported metrics are marked with "-".
clipping (Pascanu, Mikolov, and Bengio 2013) with range [5, 5] is applied. The distribution over the decoder vocabulary is truncated to a distribution over the top k possible words, where k equals to 500. The mini-batch size for the update is set to 64 and the model is trained up to 10 epochs. We select the model that achieves the best BLEU score on the dev set. During decoding, beam search is conducted with the beam size of 15. The β in the uncertainty-aware beam search is set to 0.115. Decoding stops when all the candidates in beam search generate the <EOS> token.
Comparison
To demonstrate the performance improvement of the proposed model, we compare it with the following baselines:
• NQG++ (Zhou et al. 2018) proposed an attention-based seq2seq model with a feature-rich encoder to encode word, answer position, POS and NER tagging information to generate answer focused question.
• s2s-a-at-mp-gsa (Zhao et al. 2018) extended previous seq2seq attention model with a gated self-attention encoder capable of utilizing relevant information from paragraph-level context and a maxout pointer mechanism to alleviate the repetition problem.
• MPQG (Song, Wang, and Hamza 2017) proposed a multi-perspective matching encoder to capture the interactions between the paragraph and the target answer.
• ASs2s (Kim et al. 2019) proposed an answer-separated seq2seq which treats the paragraph and the target answer separately for better utilization of the information from both sides.
• CGC-QG (Liu et al. 2019) proposed the clue guided copy network which is a seq2seq model with copy mechanism and a variety of novel components and techniques (such as a clue word predictor) to boost the performance of question generation.
To quantify the contribution of the different components of our model, we evaluate the following versions:
• gsa-WCM. In this variant, instead of using our gated paragraph-to-answer attention, we adopt the gated selfattention proposed by (Zhao et al. 2018) . Table 2 : Comparison of Generated Questions Paragraph: the common pattern comes from john wesley , who wrote that " there is no liturgy in the world , either in ancient or modern language , which breathes more of a solid , scriptural , rational piety , than the common prayer of the church of england . " when the methodists in america were separated from the church of england , john wesley himself provided a revised version of the book of common prayer called the sunday service of the methodists in north america . wesley 's sunday service has shaped the official liturgies of the methodists ever since . The extended answer is colored, and the underlined words are the target answers.
• EAN. This model variant only considers the EAN capable of effectively utilizing of the information of the paragraph and the extended answer.
• EAN-WCM. To verify the effectiveness of WCM, this model variant removes UBS for the comparison with EAN.
• EAN-WCM-UBS. This is the complete version of our proposed model, which can be compared with EAN-WCM to verify the effectiveness of UBS.
Results and Analysis
The comparison results are given in Table 1 , our model EAN-WCM-UBS achieves the best results in all metrics. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed components from different aspects. Extended Answer-aware Paragraph Encoder To demonstrate the extended answer-aware encoder can effectively Figure 3 : Uncertainty-aware copy heatmap: each row represents a copy distribution and a corresponding copy probability decoded by model EAN+WCM+UBS. The words marked with * are words copied from input paragraph.
capture more relevant contextual information, we do a case study to compare the performance of our gated paragraphto-answer attention and the gated self-attention proposed in (Zhao et al. 2018) . Table 2 provides an example of questions generated by our model equipped with the gated selfattention and the gated paragraph-to-answer attention respectively. We can see our extended answer-aware network is capable of effectively utilizing more relevant information.
To further compare the paragraph-to-answer attention and the self-attention, we draw the heatmaps of both of the attention weight matrices in Figure 4 corresponding to the example in Table 2 . We can see the attention distribution of the gated self-attention model always concentrates on the target answer words, while the paragraph-to-answer attention model results in capturing more relevant contextual information in the extended answer. Word-based Coverage Mechanism To demonstrate the effectiveness of WCM can reduce repetitions, we show word duplication rates of the questions generated from various models in Table 3 . Word duplication rate is computed by taking a ratio of the number of words appearing more than once over the total word counts. As shown in Table 3 , the models trained with WCM (gsa-WCM, EAN-WCM, EAN-WCM-UBS) achieve much lower repetitions than the model trained without WCM (EAN, EAN-maxout, EAN-CM), where EAN-maxout and EAN-CM refer to EAN equipped with the maxout pointer mechanism (Zhao et al. 2018 ) and coverage mechanism (See, Liu, and Manning 2017) respectively. Besides, our UBS can further reduce undesirable repetitions, which can also be seen in the comparison between Figure 2 and Figure 3. Uncertainty-aware Beam Search We compute the BLEU score for our model where the β has different values in the UBS and provide the results in Table 4 . Sensitivity analysis on β indicates that our method can improve the model performance in a certain range of β values. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method can alleviate the inconsistent phenomenon between the copy probability and the copy distribution, we have compared the decoder copy heatmap Figure 3 , the decoder has more peaked attention distributions when it chooses to copy words from the input paragraph, which results in generating more accurate questions.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose an extended answer-aware network which is trained with word-based coverage mechanism and decodes with uncertainty-aware beam search. Our EAN model can effectively capture more relevant contextual information in the extended answer using the gated paragraphto-answer attention. To reduce repetition, we design a WCM to penalize repeatedly attending to the same words at different time-steps. Besides, we further observe that the inconsistent phenomenon between the copy probability and the copy distribution and design an UBS for decoding questions with less uncertainty. The experimental results on the SQuAD dataset show our method outperforms the baselines in QG task.
In future work, we would like to study the effectiveness of UBS for other language generation tasks which are benefited from the copy mechanism, such as neural machine translation and text summarization.
